
Ripple Studies ”Personality Types”

by Erik Thor

Introduction

This inventory is the result of combining sociological perspectives with psychological. It builds on 
three different levels of human behavior, our cognitive thinking preference, our personality and 
code of conduct, and lastly but perhaps most importantly, our core values and beliefs.

Ideology

We all have emotional needs, and our ideology is a result of these needs. Ideologically, we can be 
inclined towards being either progressive, cooperative, independent or conscientious. This does 
not mean that we will necessarily act in such a manner sociologically, and some people will show a 
discrepancy between their ideological motivation, and how they actually conduct themselves. 
Ideology just shows what we're about. What's most rewarding to us. For cooperative ideologies, it's 
winning the groups favor on a topic, but getting the others to agree may take rough means if you're 
also a director, so being aware of your code of conduct and sociotype helps establish your 
preference. A traditional explorer may be all about living a traditional lifestyle, but they may take 
big risks and act rashly to get there. 

Progressive: Instinctual, open, creative, 
daydreaming, whimsical, able to predict, 
speculate, envision, foresee, test and abstract on 
issues, rich vocabulary, vivid imagination, quick
to understand new concepts.

Cooperative: Compassionate, cooperative, 
interested in others, sympathic, soft-hearted, 
aware of others emotions and needs, too 
compromising, unsure about self, seek justice 
and just rules. 

Independency: Independent, self-aware, 
ambitious, pessimistic, critical, somewhat 
neurotic, foresee problems before others do, 
driven, seek personal benefit, working, being 
efficient, mastering a system.

Traditional: Conscientious, careful, dutiful, 
organized, dependable, prepared, exacting work 
and fixing flaws, detail-aware, complete chores 
quickly, traditional, true to the roots.

Ideologies are most useful when studying the values within a group, what is appropriate, what is 
not, and why. Where individual work-styles and cognitive preferences are of less value, ideology 
groups form. Ideological groups focus more on the vision of the group, than the preferences and 
work-methods of the people within the group. There's more discussions on conduct, values, and 
views. Ideological groups tend to form mostly voluntarily. Introverts are more ideological than 
extroverts, where extroverts are more about how they are perceived and what they do, than the 
cause they are fighting for.

Sociotype:

We always have to make decisions. We need to choose a good way to respond to problems, to 
changes and to other people around us. We mostly do this on the spot without any larger amount of 
pre-processing, based on how we're stimulated and triggered by others in the group. Our sociotype 
is therefore highly practical. It's what we do, how we do it, and what triggers us. It's influenced by a
desire for social recognition, so it's alot about how we want to be seen by others, how we want 
others to know who we are. Helen Fisher took forward these four types. They're called The Builder,



The Negotiator, The Director and The Explorer.

Additionally, Pierre Bourdieu and rhetorics has elaborated lots on different forms of power and 
influence, in particular four forms of capital, and three forms of persuasive methods, and each type 
has one of the forms of capital and persuasion, giving us a clue to what the person seeks or uses to 
move and motivate others in the group on the spot, what form of influence we seek and hold over 
others. The sociotype is less visible when the person is more introverted and less inclined to act in 
the moment, cognitively. The sociotype is highly visible when we're very extroverted. 

Builders: Hold strong cultural capital (doxa), 
including the right to decide what is ethically 
appropriate behavior, who has what role in a 
group, who is welcome, unwelcome. 

Negotiators: Hold strong social capital (ethos), 
allowing the ability to blend in and become liked
and trusted by others easily, seeing what is 
appropriate/inappropriate, showing you have a 
character.

Directors: Hold strong judicial capital (logos), 
including the ability to decide what is reasonable
and correct conduct, how the game should be 
designed, what laws and rules should apply, and 
how to enforce these rules.

Explorers: Hold strong symbolical capital 
(pathos) allowing the ability to move groups 
forward, spread enthusiasm, and set moods, by 
giving words, Applicatives and thoughts 
symbolical value.

Cognitive type: 

As based on our dominant thinking habit, what thinking style comes most natural to us. Applicative 
and Collaborative types associate most with their sociotype, and Autonomous and Elaborative types
are more likely to associate more so with their ideology. Collaborative and Autonomous types are 
somewhat in the middle on the introversion/extroversion scale. (scoring between 30-70% on 
extroversion/introversion)

Having an autonomous thinking style does not make you less cooperative, your values and 
appreciations for others remain the same, but your thinking preference allows you to hold your 
plans to yourself and to plan an individual course of action regardless of the opinions of others. The 
ideological goal however, remains the same, to help, do good or achieve the respect of the 
community. 

Ideologically inclined Sociotype inclined

Elaborative: Step away to think, observe, 
reflect, test the waters, wonder about motivation,
ideals, elaborate and expand on thoughts for a 
long time before making a decision. Always 
have an explanation, good teachers. Struggle 
most with talking much and doing little.

Applicative: Act, go, achieve, make things 
happen, doers, paying attention, jump in, think 
alot about results and application of an idea. 
Applicative. Struggle most with reflecting on 
what they've done and how to achieve better 
results. Being doers, they can show others it's ok
to move forward, by taking the initiative. 

Autonomous: Set their mind. Pick a target and 
stay on the target, seek to direct flow, plan their 
course, act independently of others views.  
Struggle most with teamwork. Good at setting 
examples. Setting themselves apart from others 
allows the group to move forward into new 
places. 

Collaborative: Go with the flow, adapt when 
necessary, cooperate with others views, work 
together. Struggle most with acting 
independently of others. Working together with 
others allow them to support and play along with
others ideas.



Personality Types

To learn to keep them apart, think of it like this: thought patterns explain what you habitually prefer 
to do, especially when you're on your own, sociotype explains what you do in groups and around 
others, and ideology explains how you see the world and what you want to experience. 

Cognitive Autonomous Elaborative Applicative Collaborative

Sociotype Explorer Negotiator Director Builder

Ideology Progressive Cooperative Independent Traditional

The grey column for example, equals an Progressive explorer in Isabella Briggs MBTI-tool, or 
rather, someone who has tendencies towards keeping things to themselves and acting independently
on others, on new ideas, seeking stimulation, symbolical capital, having strong pathos, emotional 
rhetoric that spreads and sets the mood in a group through strong enthusiasm or visible pessimism, 
in the search for novel concepts, new ideas, and abstractions, valuing for example free-thinking and 
brainstorming highly in a group. 

An Progressive explorer's biggest flaws here, would be someone who is collaborative, traditional 
and a builder (though no such type actually exists, so we'll go with a traditional, applicative builder)
meaning an Traditional builder would be their closest opposite. An Traditional builder tendentially 
values consistency rather than creativity, results rather than speculation, and social order rather than 
social flexibility. They have power over what is ethically appropriate behavior (doxa) and hold 
strong cultural capital, both things that Progressive explorers tend to lack and struggle at 
influencing.

Further helping to put things together. Someone who is cooperative will generally act to include 
others on ideas and thoughts. Someone who's a negotiator will seek to be perceived as socially 
responsible. Someone who's cooperative will seek to act according to a law of justice or for a just 
cause. A cooperative director (~Cooperative director) will act in a way which makes them 
respected, as a leader or influential person, able to enforce judicial authority, but for a just cause. A 
negotiator who is independent (Independent negotiator) will seek to act in a way which makes them 
seen as socially responsible, with the intent of achieving personal benefit.

MBTI-correlation chart:

Sociotype Builder Negotiator Director Explorer

Ideology

Cooperative INFP ENTP INTJ ENFJ

Progressive ENFP INTP ENTJ INFJ

Traditional ESTJ ISFJ ESFP ISTP

Independent ISTJ ESFJ ISFP ESTP

I do not use the concepts intuition, sensing, thinking and feeling in the Isabella Briggs MBTI-
personality type assessment. I consider Progressive directors, Progressive negotiators, Progressive 
explorers and Progressive builders to share the same attitude (towards progressivism) and 
Cooperative builders, Cooperative explorers, Cooperative Negotiators and Cooperative directors to 
share the same attitude (towards cooperating) And all eight types actually are more ideologically 



alike than they are different, as the cooperative cluster has a secondary tendency towards 
progressivism, and vice versa. 

Progressive types

Progressive types score high on Big5's openness trait and somewhat low on the conscientiousness 
trait. This trait also correlates fairly well with Jungs trait of intuition, being able to abstract on 
concepts and think of novel ideas that have not been thought of before. Ideologically they are the 
most motivated by complex concepts and systems, and unsolved dilemmas. They can sometimes 
use very complex language, and they often care alot about the nuances of words and experiences, 
and they often report having a vivid imagination. 

Progressive types secondarily score high on agreeableness, but will generally seek novel ideas 
before they act to help and support others. Progressive types respond to instinctual tendencies, to 
engage fantasies or daydreams, so in the enneagram, they would be instinctual types. Instinctual 
types are not well developed within the enneagram, but it generally means how we respond to our 
fantasies, dreams and more unconscious instincts.

Progressive explorer (INFJ) personality descriptor

Cognitive Type: Autonomous Sociotype: Explorer Ideology: Progressivist

Progressive: Instinctual, open, creative, daydreaming, whimsical, able to predict, speculate, 
envision, foresee, test and abstract on issues, rich vocabulary, vivid imagination, quick to 
understand new concepts.

Explorers: Hold strong symbolical capital (pathos) allowing the ability to move groups forward, 
spread enthusiasm, and set moods, by giving words, Applicatives and thoughts symbolical value.

Autonomous: Set their mind. Pick a target and stay on the target, seek to direct flow, plan their 
course, act independently of others views.  Struggle most with teamwork. Good at setting examples.
Setting themselves apart from others allows the group to move forward into new places. 

Enneagram 3 Supportive habit: 
Applicative

Supportive sociotype:
Director

Supportive ideology: 
Cooperative

Enneagram 5 Tertiary habit:
Elaborative

Tertiary sociotype:
Negotiator

Tertiary ideology: 
Independency

Enneagram 1 Inferior habit: 
Collaborative

Inferior sociotype: 
Explorer

Inferior ideology: 
Traditional 

Progressive builder (ENFP) personality descriptor

Cognitive type: Collaborative Sociotype: Builder Ideology: Progressive

Collaborative: Go with the flow, adapt when necessary, cooperate with others views, work 
together. Struggle most with acting independently of others. Working together with others allow 
them to support and play along with others ideas.



Progressive: Instinctual, open, creative, daydreaming, whimsical, able to predict, speculate, 
envision, foresee, test and abstract on issues, rich vocabulary, vivid imagination, quick to 
understand new concepts.

Builders: Hold strong cultural capital (doxa), including the right to decide what is ethically 
appropriate behavior, who has what role in a group, who is welcome, unwelcome. 

Enneagram 4 Supportive habit: 
Elaborative 

Supportive sociotype: 
Negotiator

Supportive ideology: 
Cooperative

Enneagram 7 Tertiary habit: 
Applicative 

Tertiary sociotype: 
Director 

Tertiary ideology: 
Independency

Enneagram N/A Inferior habit: 
Autonomous

Inferior sociotype: 
Explorer

Inferior ideology: 
Traditional 

Progressive director (ENTJ) personality descriptor

Cognitive type: Applicative Sociotype: Director Ideology: Progressive

Directors: Hold strong judicial capital (logos), including the ability to decide what is reasonable 
and correct conduct, how the game should be designed, what laws and rules should apply, and how 
to enforce these rules.

Progressive: Instinctual, open, creative, daydreaming, whimsical, able to predict, speculate, 
envision, foresee, test and abstract on issues, rich vocabulary, vivid imagination, quick to 
understand new concepts.

Applicative: Act, go, achieve, make things happen, doers, paying attention, jump in, think alot 
about results and application of an idea. Applicative. Struggle most with reflecting on what they've 
done and how to achieve better results. Being doers, they can show others it's ok to move forward, 
by taking the initiative. 

Enneagram N/A Supportive habit: 
Autonomous

Supportive sociotype: 
Explorer

Supportive ideology: 
Cooperative

Enneagram 6 Tertiary habit: 
Collaborative 

Tertiary sociotype: 
Builder

Tertiary ideology: 
Independency

Enneagram 9 Inferior habit: 
Elaborative

Inferior sociotype: 
Negotiator 

Inferior ideology: 
Traditional

Progressive negotiator (INTP) personality descriptor

Cognitive type: Elaborative Sociotype: Negotiator Ideology: Progressive

Elaborative: Step away to think, observe, reflect, test the waters, wonder about motivation, ideals, 
elaborate and expand on thoughts for a long time before making a decision. Always have an 
explanation, good teachers. Struggle most with talking much and doing little.



Progressive: Instinctual, open, creative, daydreaming, whimsical, able to predict, speculate, 
envision, foresee, test and abstract on issues, rich vocabulary, vivid imagination, quick to 
understand new concepts.

Negotiators: Hold strong social capital (ethos), allowing the ability to blend in and become liked 
and trusted by others easily, seeing what is appropriate/inappropriate, showing you have a character.

Enneagram 2 Supportive habit: 
Collaborative

Supportive sociotype: 
Builder

Supportive ideology: 
Cooperative

Enneagram N/A Tertiary habit: 
Autonomous 

Tertiary sociotype: 
Explorer

Tertiary ideology: 
Independency

Enneagram 8 Inferior habit: 
Applicative

Inferior sociotype: 
Director

Inferior ideology: 
Traditional

Cooperative types

Cooperative types score high on Big5's agreeableness trait, but some only do so ideologically. 
Scoring high on cooperativeness, they seek the groups recognition, and to help and aid others, but 
their means of getting there differ between the different types. Agreeable types are sympathic to the 
feelings and opinions of others and have a soft heart. They often therefore revolve around helping 
others or their community in some way, by working with the troubled, in political settings, or in 
nonprofit and charity work. They often hold a strong code of morals for how a just society should 
look, and how it should function to it's best ability. They could also easily develop sympathy for 
animals and other living things besides themselves. 

Cooperative types are always secondarily progressive, making them also score fairly high on 
openness. They often score as heart-types (Enneagram 2, 3 or 4) in the enneagram, responding to 
emotions of shame, how they are viewed by others, and caring for others. 

Cooperative explorer (ENFJ) personality descriptor

Enneagram 3 Cognitive type:  
Applicative

Sociotype:  Explorer Ideology: Cooperative

Explorers: Hold strong symbolical capital (pathos) allowing the ability to move groups forward, 
spread enthusiasm, and set moods, by giving words, Applicatives and thoughts symbolical value.

Applicative: Act, go, achieve, make things happen, doers, paying attention, jump in, think alot 
about results and application of an idea. Applicative. Struggle most with reflecting on what they've 
done and how to achieve better results. Being doers, they can show others it's ok to move forward, 
by taking the initiative. 

Cooperative: Compassionate, cooperative, interested in others, sympathic, soft-hearted, aware of 
others emotions and needs, too compromising, unsure about self, seek justice and just rules. 

Enneagram N/A Supportive habit: 
Autonomous

Supportive sociotype: 
Director

Supportive ideology: 
Progressive



Enneagram 1 Tertiary habit: 
Collaborative

Tertiary sociotype: 
Negotiator

Tertiary ideology: 
Traditional

Enneagram 5 Inferior habit: 
Elaborative 

Inferior sociotype: 
Builder

Inferior ideology: 
Independency

Cooperative builder (INFP) personality descriptor

Enneagram 4 Cognitive type: 
Elaborative 

Sociotype: Builder Ideology: Cooperative

Elaborative: Step away to think, observe, reflect, test the waters, wonder about motivation, ideals, 
elaborate and expand on thoughts for a long time before making a decision. Always have an 
explanation, good teachers. Struggle most with talking much and doing little.

Cooperative: Compassionate, cooperative, interested in others, sympathic, soft-hearted, aware of 
others emotions and needs, too compromising, unsure about self, seek justice and just rules. 

Builders: Hold strong cultural capital (doxa), including the right to decide what is ethically 
appropriate behavior, who has what role in a group, who is welcome, unwelcome. 

Supportive habit: 
Collaborative

Supportive sociotype: 
Negotiator

Supportive ideology: 
Progressive

Tertiary habit: Autonomous Tertiary sociotype: Director Tertiary ideology: Traditional

Inferior habit: Applicative Inferior sociotype: Explorer Inferior ideology: 
Independency

Cooperative Negotiator (ENTP) personality descriptor

Enneagram 2 Cognitive type: 
Collaborative

Sociotype: Negotiator Ideology: Cooperative

Collaborative: Go with the flow, adapt when necessary, cooperate with others views, work 
together. Struggle most with acting independently of others. Working together with others allow 
them to support and play along with others ideas.

Cooperative: Compassionate, cooperative, interested in others, sympathic, soft-hearted, aware of 
others emotions and needs, too compromising, unsure about self, seek justice and just rules. 

Negotiators: Hold strong social capital (ethos), allowing the ability to blend in and become liked 
and trusted by others easily, seeing what is appropriate/inappropriate, showing you have a character.

Supportive habit: Autonomous Supportive sociotype: Director Supportive ideology: 
Progressive

Tertiary habit: Collaborative Tertiary sociotype: Negotiator Tertiary ideology: Traditional

Inferior habit: Elaborative Inferior sociotype: Builder Inferior ideology: 



Independency

Cooperative director (INTJ) personality descriptor

Cognitive type: Autonomous Sociotype: Director Ideology: Cooperative

Autonomous: Set their mind. Pick a target and stay on the target, seek to direct flow, plan their 
course, act independently of others views.  Struggle most with teamwork. Good at setting examples.
Setting themselves apart from others allows the group to move forward into new places. 

Cooperative: Compassionate, cooperative, interested in others, sympathic, soft-hearted, aware of 
others emotions and needs, too compromising, unsure about self, seek justice and just rules. 

Directors: Hold strong judicial capital (logos), including the ability to decide what is reasonable 
and correct conduct, how the game should be designed, what laws and rules should apply, and how 
to enforce these rules.

Supportive habit: Autonomous Supportive sociotype: Director Supportive ideology: 
Progressive

Tertiary habit: Collaborative Tertiary sociotype: Negotiator Tertiary ideology: Traditional

Inferior habit: Elaborative Inferior sociotype: Builder Inferior ideology: 
Independency

Traditional personality types

Their values roughly correlate with those in the Big5 called conscientiousness, acting and seeking 
to uphold routines, traditions and group norms. This does not necessarily mean they will always act 
this way, Traditional explorers for example, are somewhat rash and act rather irresponsibly at times,
but they do so to achieve and live up to their traditional values. This means they, despite having an 
explorer style of behavior around others, they still seek to show self-discipline and that they are 
dutiful, responsible citizens. 

Traditional types respond to the gut-center in the enneagram, namely enneagram 8, 9 and 1, or 'how 
we do things', feelings of anger and security.

Traditional builder (ESTJ) personality descriptor

Enneagram 8 Cognitive type: 
Applicative

Sociotype: Builder Ideology: Traditional

Applicative: Act, go, achieve, make things happen, doers, paying attention, jump in, think alot 
about results and application of an idea. Applicative. Struggle most with reflecting on what they've 
done and how to achieve better results. Being doers, they can show others it's ok to move forward, 
by taking the initiative. 

Traditional: Conscientious, careful, dutiful, organized, dependable, prepared, exacting work and 
fixing flaws, detail-aware, complete chores quickly, traditional, true to the roots.



Builders: Hold strong cultural capital (doxa), including the right to decide what is ethically 
appropriate behavior, who has what role in a group, who is welcome, unwelcome. 

Supportive habit: Autonomous Supportive sociotype: Director Supportive ideology: 
Progressive

Tertiary habit: Collaborative Tertiary sociotype: Negotiator Tertiary ideology: Traditional

Inferior habit: Elaborative Inferior sociotype: Builder Inferior ideology: 
Independency

Traditional negotiator (ISFJ) personality descriptor

Cognitive type: Autonomous Sociotype: Negotiator Ideology: Traditional

Autonomous: Set their mind. Pick a target and stay on the target, seek to direct flow, plan their 
course, act independently of others views.  Struggle most with teamwork. Good at setting examples.
Setting themselves apart from others allows the group to move forward into new places. 

Traditional: Conscientious, careful, dutiful, organized, dependable, prepared, exacting work and 
fixing flaws, detail-aware, complete chores quickly, traditional, true to the roots.

Negotiators: Hold strong social capital (ethos), allowing the ability to blend in and become liked 
and trusted by others easily, seeing what is appropriate/inappropriate, showing you have a character.

Supportive habit: Autonomous Supportive sociotype: Director Supportive ideology: 
Progressive

Tertiary habit: Collaborative Tertiary sociotype: Negotiator Tertiary ideology: Traditional

Inferior habit: Elaborative Inferior sociotype: Builder Inferior ideology: 
Independency

Traditional director (ESFP) personality descriptor

Enneagram 1 Cognitive type: 
Collaborative

Sociotype: Director Ideology: Traditional

Directors: Hold strong judicial capital (logos), including the ability to decide what is reasonable 
and correct conduct, how the game should be designed, what laws and rules should apply, and how 
to enforce these rules.

Traditional: Conscientious, careful, dutiful, organized, dependable, prepared, exacting work and 
fixing flaws, detail-aware, complete chores quickly, traditional, true to the roots.

Collaborative: Go with the flow, adapt when necessary, cooperate with others views, work 
together. Struggle most with acting independently of others. Working together with others allow 
them to support and play along with others ideas.



Supportive habit: Autonomous Supportive sociotype: Director Supportive ideology: 
Progressive

Tertiary habit: Collaborative Tertiary sociotype: Negotiator Tertiary ideology: Traditional

Inferior habit: Elaborative Inferior sociotype: Builder Inferior ideology: 
Independency

Traditional explorer (ISTP) personality descriptor

Enneagram 9 Cognitive type: 
Elaborative

Sociotype: Explorer Ideology: Traditional

Elaborative: Step away to think, observe, reflect, test the waters, wonder about motivation, ideals, 
elaborate and expand on thoughts for a long time before making a decision. Always have an 
explanation, good teachers. Struggle most with talking much and doing little.

Traditional: Conscientious, careful, dutiful, organized, dependable, prepared, exacting work and 
fixing flaws, detail-aware, complete chores quickly, traditional, true to the roots.

Explorers: Hold strong symbolical capital (pathos) allowing the ability to move groups forward, 
spread enthusiasm, and set moods, by giving words, Applicatives and thoughts symbolical value.

Supportive habit: Autonomous Supportive sociotype: Director Supportive ideology: 
Progressive

Tertiary habit: Collaborative Tertiary sociotype: Negotiator Tertiary ideology: Traditional

Inferior habit: Elaborative Inferior sociotype: Builder Inferior ideology: 
Independency

Independency types

Independency shows a tendency to value self-promotion, wanting to show that the individual is 
capable of self-sustaining, and of being able to live independently of what others think or feel. Their
goal is self-recognition, feeling they are capable of handling anything thrown at them and that they 
can prevail on their own. They value competition as a manner of achieving this, as beating someone
else is a way to show they are capable. An independent builder (Independent builder) will act in line
with an idea of what is established as ethically appropriate to accomplish this.

Independency correlates to the enneagrams 5, 6 and 7, also called the head-types. This makes them 
respond to questions of anxiety and satisfaction, competition and the question of 'what's in it for 
me?'.

Independent negotiator (ESFJ) personality descriptor

Enneagram 7 Cognitive type: 
Applicative

Sociotype: Negotiator Ideology: 
Independency

Applicative: Act, go, achieve, make things happen, doers, paying attention, jump in, think alot 
about results and application of an idea. Applicative. Struggle most with reflecting on what they've 



done and how to achieve better results. Being doers, they can show others it's ok to move forward, 
by taking the initiative. 

Independent: Independent, self-aware, ambitious, pessimistic, critical, neuroticism, foresee 
problems before others do, driven, plan ahead, able to focus on the matter at hand before others.

Negotiators: Hold strong social capital (ethos), allowing the ability to blend in and become liked 
and trusted by others easily, seeing what is appropriate/inappropriate, showing you have a character.

Supportive habit: Autonomous Supportive sociotype: Director Supportive ideology: 
Progressive

Tertiary habit: Collaborative Tertiary sociotype: Negotiator Tertiary ideology: Traditional

Inferior habit: Elaborative Inferior sociotype: Builder Inferior ideology: 
Independency

Independent builder (ISTJ) personality descriptor

Cognitive type: Autonomous Sociotype: Builder Ideology: Independency

Autonomous: Set their mind. Pick a target and stay on the target, seek to direct flow, plan their 
course, act independently of others views.  Struggle most with teamwork. Good at setting examples.
Setting themselves apart from others allows the group to move forward into new places. 

Independent: Independent, self-aware, ambitious, pessimistic, critical, neuroticism, foresee 
problems before others do, driven, plan ahead, able to focus on the matter at hand before others.

Builders: Hold strong cultural capital (doxa), including the right to decide what is ethically 
appropriate behavior, who has what role in a group, who is welcome, unwelcome. 

Supportive habit: Autonomous Supportive sociotype: Director Supportive ideology: 
Progressive

Tertiary habit: Collaborative Tertiary sociotype: Negotiator Tertiary ideology: Traditional

Inferior habit: Elaborative Inferior sociotype: Builder Inferior ideology: 
Independency

Independent explorer (ESTP) personality descriptor

Enneagram 6 Cognitive type: 
Collaborative

Sociotype: Explorer Ideology: 
Independency

Independent: Independent, self-aware, ambitious, pessimistic, critical, neuroticism, foresee 
problems before others do, driven, plan ahead, able to focus on the matter at hand before others.

Explorers: Hold strong symbolical capital (pathos) allowing the ability to move groups forward, 
spread enthusiasm, and set moods, by giving words, Applicatives and thoughts symbolical value.

Collaborative: Go with the flow, adapt when necessary, cooperate with others views, work 



together. Struggle most with acting independently of others. Working together with others allow 
them to support and play along with others ideas.

Supportive habit: Autonomous Supportive sociotype: Director Supportive ideology: 
Progressive

Tertiary habit: Collaborative Tertiary sociotype: Negotiator Tertiary ideology: Traditional

Inferior habit: Elaborative Inferior sociotype: Builder Inferior ideology: 
Independency

Independent director (ISFP) personality descriptor

Enneagram 5 Cognitive type: 
Elaborative 

Sociotype: Director Ideology: 
Independency

Elaborative: Step away to think, observe, reflect, test the waters, wonder about motivation, ideals, 
elaborate and expand on thoughts for a long time before making a decision. Always have an 
explanation, good teachers. Struggle most with talking much and doing little.

Independent: Independent, self-aware, ambitious, pessimistic, critical, neuroticism, foresee 
problems before others do, driven, plan ahead, able to focus on the matter at hand before others.

Directors: Hold strong judicial capital (logos), including the ability to decide what is reasonable 
and correct conduct, how the game should be designed, what laws and rules should apply, and how 
to enforce these rules.

Supportive habit: Autonomous Supportive sociotype: Director Supportive ideology: 
Progressive

Tertiary habit: Collaborative Tertiary sociotype: Negotiator Tertiary ideology: Traditional

Inferior habit: Elaborative Inferior sociotype: Builder Inferior ideology: 
Independency

The Enneagram & Ripple Studies

A core purpose of bringing the enneagram and ripple studies together is to explain that, when 
changing from our dominant, supportive, tertiary and inferior habits, we experience different 
emotional impulses. 

Instinctual types (sx, sp, so) Heart types (2, 3, 4)

Head types (5, 6, 7) Gut-types (8, 9, 1)

This is however, not an easy switch. There should be four different responses to the different 
emotions, and the instinctual types should be more integrated into the theory, for the enneagram to 
be completely moldable with ripple studies. The four different responses to for example the heart 
emotions (shame, caring, etcetera) should be autonomous, for example finding your own way of 
winning the groups favor, as compared to collaborativeness, quickly adapting to the groups 
expectations to live up to the groups values. Applicability means intending to use an emotion, for 
example anxiety, and best fits enneagram type 7. Elaborativity means taking the time to think about 



the emotion and what it means, for example how best to respond it, what it could mean on a deeper 
level.

Elaborative 
response
'what does x 
mean?'

Autonomous 
response
'how do I direct x'

Collaborative 
response
'how do we deal 
with x'

Applicative 
response.
'how do I use x'

Instinctual Sp N/A So Sx

Heart-types 4 N/A 2 3

Head-types 5 N/A 6 7

Gut-types 9 N/A 1 8


